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Abstract
We introduce a family of orientable 3-manifolds induced by certain cyclically

presented groups and show that this family of 3-manifolds contains all Dunwoody
3-manifolds by using the planar graphs corresponding to thepolyhedral description
of the 3-manifolds. As applications, we consider two families of cyclically presented
groups, and show that these are isomorphic to the fundamental groups of the cer-
tain Dunwoody 3-manifoldsDn (n � 2) which are then-fold cyclic coverings of the
3-sphere branched over the certain two-bridge knots, and that Dn is the (Zn � Z2)-
fold covering of the 3-sphere branched over two different2-curves.

1. Preliminaries

Every closed 3-manifold has a spine, called the Heegaard diagram, from which one
can obtain a presentation for the group, but not all group presentations arise from the
spines of 3-manifolds. It is an open problem to determine which cyclic presentations
of groups correspond to spines of closed 3-manifolds. It draws attention to determine
which cyclically presented groups correspond to spines of closed 3-manifolds, in par-
ticular, for which classes of knots the cyclic branched coverings give rise to such cyclic
presentations. We refer for examples to [2] and [32].

We now discuss the above questions for a new family of cyclic presentations of
groups determined by some words. This family contains many classes of cyclic pres-
entations which have appeared in recent years and there are many connections with
theories of closed connected 3-manifolds as follows.
(1) The Fibonacci groupF(2,2m), m� 2, introduced in [12] and [13] is the fundamen-
tal group of them-fold cyclic covering of the 3-sphere branched over the figure-eight
knot ([17]). The groupF(r, n), r � 2, n � 3 as a generalization of the Fibonacci group
was introduced in [20]. In particular, the groupF(n� 1, n), n � 3, is the fundamental
group of Seifert fibered space ([30] and [8]).
(2) The generalized Sieradski groupS(r, n), r � 2, n � 2, introduced in [35] and geo-
metrically studied in [9] is the fundamental group of then-fold cyclic covering of the
3-sphere branched over the torus knot of type (2r � 1, 2) ([10]). Moreover the group
containing the generalized Sieradski group was defined in [31].
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(3) The family of cyclically presented groups containing the generalized Neuwirth
groups ([37]) was considered in [19]. The groups are the fundamental groups of
closed connected orientable 3-manifolds which are homeomorphic to Seifert fibered
spaces and ton-fold cyclic coverings of lens spaces branched over genus one 1-bridge
knots ([11]).
(4) Besides the above, recent manuscripts on groups, 3-manifolds, and the cyclic
branched coverings can be found in [1], [3], [24], [28], [29], and [33]. Moreover,
from our family of words in a free group of rankn which determines cyclically
presented groups, we can construct a family of 3-manifolds containing Dunwoody
3-manifolds (first considered in [14]), which is obtained from the polyhedral descrip-
tion on a polyhedral 3-ball, whose finitely many boundary faces are glued together in
certain pairs. Recent manuscripts of the Dunwoody 3-manifolds can be found in [4],
[5], [6], [15], [16], [22], [23], [25], [26], and [36].

Let (V1, V2) be a Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifoldM with genusn � 1. A prop-
erly embedded discD in the handlebodyV2 is called ameridian discof V2 if cutting
V2 along D yields a handlebody of genusn � 1. A collection of n mutually disjoint
meridian discs{Di } in V2 is called acomplete systemof meridian discs ofV2 if cut-
ting V2 along

S

i Di gives a 3-ball. Let�i denote the 1-sphere�Di which lies in the
closed orientable surface�V1 D �V2 of genusn. The system is said to be aHeegaard
diagram of the 3-manifoldM and denoted by (V1I �1, �2, : : : , �n). In the other side
the system (V2I �1, �2, : : : , �n) is called adual Heegaard diagramof the 3-manifold
M if {Di } is a complete system ofn mutually disjoint meridian discs inV1 and �i is
the 1-sphere�Di which lies in the closed orientable surface�V1 D �V2 of genusn. In
other words (V2I �1, �2, : : : , �n) is the dual Heegaard diagram of (V1I �1, �2, : : : , �n).
In particular, letM be the lens space andK a knot in M. Then the pair (M, K ) has a
(1,1)-decompositionif there exists a Heegaard splitting of genus one (V1,K1)[

�

(V2,K2)
of (M, K ) such thatK i � Vi is a properly embedded trivial arc for eachi D 1, 2 and
� is an attaching homeomorphism. We call such a knotK a (1, 1)-knot. Moreover M
is determined by the Heegaard diagram (V1I �1) or its dual Heegaard diagram (V2I �1).

In Section 2, we introduce a planar graph corresponding to the polyhedral descrip-
tion of a certain 3-manifold constructed from a family of words. The planar graph is
obtained directly from the polyhedral description by the method similar to the dual-
ity of the graph. Moreover, if the planar graph is to be a Heegaard diagram of a 3-
manifold M, then the cyclically presented group determined by the family of words is
the fundamental group ofM.

In Section 3, we discuss some conditions under which a planargraph actually is to
be a Heegaard diagram of a Dunwoody 3-manifold. Furthermorewe show that every
Dunwoody manifold can be induced by a planar graph. For example, a certain family
of Dunwoody 3-manifolds were constructed by this fashion in[25] and [7].

As applications, in Section 4, we consider two families of cyclically presented
groups which are isomorphic to the fundamental groups of theDunwoody 3-manifolds
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Dn. Finally we show thatDn are the (Zn � Z2)-fold coverings of the 3-sphereS3

branched over two different2-curves, which extends results in [23] wheren � 2.

2. A planar graph of an orientable 3-manifold Mn(r, s)

For eachn � 1, let Fn D hx1, x2, : : : , xn j i be the free group of rankn and let
� W Fn ! Fn be an automorphism of ordern defined by�(xi ) D xiC1, i D 1, 2, : : : , n,
where the indices are taken under modulon. A group is said to becyclically presented
if it is isomorphic to

Gn(w) D hx1, : : : , xn j w, �(w), : : : , �n�1(w)i

for some integern and a reduced wordw in Fn. For the simplicity, we use the follow-
ing expression instead of the above expression:

Gn(w) D hx1, : : : , xn j w D 1 indices modni.

For a wordw D x
�i1
i1

x
�i2
i2
� � � x�ir

i r
in Fn where �ik D �1, we definethe length l(w) of

w by r and the exponent sum� (w) of w by
Pr

kD1 �ik . Two wordsw and w0 in Fn

are said to berotational equivalent with rotational difference r� j C 1 and denoted by
w �r� jC1 w

0 if, for some integerj ,

w D x
�i1
i1

x
�i2
i2
� � � x�ir

i r
and w

0

D x
�i j

i j
x
�i jC1

i jC1
� � � x�ir

i r
x
�i1
i1

x
�i2
i2
� � � x

�i j�1

i j�1
.

Moreover it should be noted thatw0

� j�1 w.
Let a, b, c, and u be words inFn such that, for some integerss and r ,

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1).

Thenw D u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) or abc��1(a�1) induces the cyclically presented group

Gn(w) D hx1, x2, : : : , xn j w D 1 indices modni.

We now define the polygonsF0 and NF0 as shown in Fig. 1 determined by wordsw D
abc��1(a�1) and w0

D u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) in clockwise and anticlockwise orienta-
tion respectively, whereN and S are starting points. Similarly, if we repeat for all
i D 1, : : : , n � 1, we have two polygonsFi and NFi determined by words�i (w) and
�

i (w0), respectively. SinceFs and NF0 have a common subword�s(c), we can glue
Fs and NF0 along �s(c) to get an oriented polygonK0. Similarly we can getn ori-
ented polygons

K0, �(K0) D K1, : : : , �n�1(K0) D Kn�1.

For eachi D 0,1,:::,n�2, K i andK iC1 have a common edge�i (�s(a)�s(b)u�1), andKn�1

andK0 have a common edge�s�1(a)�s�1(b)��1(u�1). By gluing all of K0, K1, : : : , Kn�1
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a. b.

Fig. 1. A pair of two polygons determined by words.

along the common edges, we have a cellular decomposition which realizes the tessellation
of the boundary of a 3-ball consisting of 2n faces, calledthe polyhedral descriptionand
denoted byPn(r,s). Since the tessellation of the boundary consists of 2n faces labelled by
Fi and NFi , we will get a 3-dimensional complexT which gives a cellular decomposition of
a closed orientable pseudo-manifoldM by identifying the facesFi and NFi of the boundary
of the 3-ball.

By the construction,T consists of edges corresponding to the generatorsx1,x2, : : : ,
xn in Fn, n facesF0, : : : , Fn�1, and one 3-cell. Ifl (b) D l (c), then l (b)C l (c) is even
and soM contains the restricted information that will be known fromthe result of
Lemma 3.5 later on. Thus, in this section, letl (b) ¤ l (c). If the Euler characteristic
of M vanishes, then it isa closed orientable3-manifold, which will be denoted by
Mn(r, s) ([34]). Moreover there exists a closed orientable 3-manifold Mn(r, s) such that
its fundamental group is associated with the finite presentations

hx1, : : : , xn j abc��1(a�1) D 1, indices modni.

Thus, in modified form of Theorem 1 in [25], we have proved the following corollary.

Corollary 2.1. For each n� 1, let a, b, c, and u be words inFn such that l(b)¤
l (c) and for some integers s and r,

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1).

Then there exists a closed orientable3-manifold Mn(r, s) induced by a, b, c, and u.
Moreover, for each n� 1, there exists a closed orientable3-manifold Mn(r, s) uni-
formized by the following cyclically presented group:

hx1, : : : , xn j abc��1(a�1) D 1, indicesmod ni.

Naturally there exist closed orientable 3-manifolds whosefundamental groups are not
uniformized by the cyclically presented groups of Corollary 2.1, but we are interested
in conditions ofMn(r, s) for the affirmative point of view.
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We now constructthe planar graph Hn(r, s) corresponding toMn(r, s), which is
dual to the polyhedral descriptionPn(r, s), n � 1, as follows. Let

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) D x
�i1
i1

x
�i2
i2
� � � x

�id
id

and

abc��1(a�1) D x
�id�rC1
id�rC1

x
�id�rC2
id�rC2

� � � x
�id
id

x
�i1
i1

x
�i2
i2
� � � x

�id�r
id�r

be rotational equivalent with rotational differencer or d � r , say r , that is,
u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1). Then Hn(r, s) is constructed by correspond-
ing relations of the equivalent pairs and edges in the polyhedral descriptionPn(r, s),
in other words, oriented circlesCi and NCi and oriented arrows with initial points or
final points onCi or NCi in Hn(r,s) are defined by the equivalent pairsNFi and Fi and

adjoining oriented edgesx
�i j

i j
with NFi or Fi in Pn(r, s) as the following:

(R1) oriented polygonsFi correspond toCi ,
(R2) oriented polygonsNFi correspond to NCi ,

(R3) oriented edgesx
�i j

i j
correspond to transversal oriented arrows determined by right

hand law, where 1� j � d and by the right hand law we mean that each oriented ar-
row of Ci has final point inCi if each exponent�i j of abc��1(a�1) in Fi is C, initial

point otherwise; each oriented arrow ofNCi has initial point in NCi if each exponent
�i j of u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) in NFi is C, final point otherwise, and

(R4) the identifications ofn equivalent pairs NFi and Fi are represented by the same
numbers on NCi and Ci determined by a bijective functionN� W Ci ! NCi , defined by

N

�( j ) D

�

� j C r if r < j ,
� j C r � d otherwise,

where 1 (resp.�1) is the fixed starting pointN (resp. S) on Ci with oriented clock-
wise (resp. NCi with oriented anticlockwise) corresponding tox

�id�rC1
id�rC1

(resp. x
�i1
i1

) and
N

�(r ) D �d.
Since the above construction is independent to selection ofi , it is sufficient to con-

sider i D 0. See Fig. 2 fori D 0. Moreover ifCi or NCi and transversal oriented arrows
are obtained by (R1)–(R4), the others follow by the rotational symmetry� of order n
as �(Ci ) D CiC1 and �( NCi ) D NCiC1.

For some integersr and s, there are disjoint simple closed curves under the quo-
tient of Hn(r, s) by the identification of each pairCi and NCi . By the number of curves
in Hn(r, s), we mean the number of disjoint simple closed curves under the quotient of
Hn(r, s). In particular, we denote the number of curves inH1(r, 0) by L.
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Fig. 2. A planar graphHn(r, s) for i D 0.

Fig. 3. The planar graphH5(2, 1).

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let a D x�1
3 x�1

5 x1, b D x4, c D x�1
3 x�1

4 , and u D x1x4x�1
3 be

words in F5 such that, forr D 2 andsD 1,

u�(c)b��1(u�1) D x1x4x�1
3 x�1

4 x�1
5 x4x2x�1

3 x�1
5

�2 x�1
3 x�1

5 x1x4x�1
3 x�1

4 x�1
5 x4x2 D abc��1(a�1).

Then these words determine the polyhedral descriptionP5(2,1) and 3-manifoldM5(2,1)
by Corollary 2.1. From the face identification ofP5(2, 1), we have the cyclically pre-
sented groupG5(2, 1) as

hx1, : : : , x5 j x
�1
iC3x�1

iC5xiC1xiC4x�1
iC3x�1

iC4x�1
iC5xiC4xiC2 D 1, indices mod 5i.

The planar graphH5(2, 1) of M5(2, 1) obtained fromP5(2, 1) is depicted in Fig. 3. The
number 1 on eachCi is the starting point corresponding to�i (x�1

3 ) in �i (abc��1(a�1))
for 0 � i � 4. The number 2 on eachNCi is defined by N�(2) D �9 in rule of (R4).
Indeed M5(2, 1) is the quotient space ofH5(2, 1) by the identifications of each pairs
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NCi andCi along the same numbers and all oriented arrows with the same words. These
identifications are generated by 1-handles and 2-handles. In this example, the cyclically
presented groupG5(2, 1) is the fundamental group ofM5(2, 1).

3. Generalized Dunwoody 3-manifoldsMn(r, s)

We recall that wordsa, b, c, and u are in Fn, n � 1, such that for some integers
r and s,

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1)

determine an orientable 3-manifoldMn(r, s) and thatHn(r, s) is the planar graph cor-
responding toMn(r, s). We now consider the rotationZn by an angle (2�=n) around
the axis� connectingN and S in Pn(r,s) as an orientation preserving homeomorphism
on Mn(r, s). By (M1(r, 0), K ) we denote the quotient space ofMn(r, s) by Zn, where
K is a singular set with branching indexn as the image of the rotation axis�. Under
this quotient, the planar graphH1(r, 0) is also obtained as the image ofHn(r, s) by Zn.
Moreover the identifications ofHn(r, s) corresponding toMn(r, s) induce the identifi-
cations of H1(r, 0) corresponding toM1(r, 0).

For a wordw D x
�i1
i1

x
�i2
i2
� � � x�ir

i r
in Fn where �ik D �1, we define Nw in F1 by

Nw D x
�i1
1 x

�i2
1 � � � x

�ir
1 . That is, Nw is obtained fromw by replacing all xi in w with

x1. Then the exponent sum� (w) of w is invariant, that is,� (w) D � ( Nw) for a word
w 2 Fn. We also note that when two wordsw andw0 in Fn are rotational equivalent
with rotational differencer , two words Nw and Nw0 in F1 are rotational equivalent with
rotational differencer . Throughout this section when we consider wordsNa, Nb, Nc, and
Nu in F1 such that,

Nu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa

�1,

we always mean that the wordsa, b, c, andu in Fn, n � 1, satisfy for some integers,

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1).

The canonical form ofH1(r, 0) is depicted in Fig. 4, where we use the same char-
acters in the planar graph asa D l ( Na), b D l (Nb), c D l ( Nc) and d D 2l ( Na)C l (Nb)C l ( Nc)
if not confusing, andK is the singular set with branching indexn as the image of the
rotation axis connectingN and S in Pn(r, s).

Theorem 3.1. Let Na, Nb, Nc, and Nu be words inF1 such that, for some integer r,

Nu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa

�1.

If the number of curves in H1(r, 0) is L, then there are two permutations� and � of
X D {�1,: : : ,�d} such that2L D j��j, wherej � j means the number of disjoint cycles
in a permutation.
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Fig. 4. The planar graphH1(r, 0) and the singular setK .

Proof. We considerH1(r, 0) determined byNu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa�1 (see Fig. 4). Let

XC

D {1, 2,: : : , d} and X�

D {�d,�dC1, : : : ,�1} be sets ofd points in CC and C�,
respectively. Then we define a permutation� by a product ofd 2-cycles corresponding
to the ends points of line segments onH1(r, 0) as follows:

�( j ) D

8

�

�

�

�

<

�

�

�

�

:

d � j C 1 if 1 � j � l (a),

j C l (c) if l (a)C 1� j � l (a)C l (b),

j � l (b) if l (a)C l (b)C 1� j � l (a)C l (b)C l (c),

dC j C 1 if �l (a) � j � �1

and a permutation� by a product ofd 2-cycles connectingCC and C� on H1(r, 0)
as follows:

�( j ) D

�

j � r if r < j ,
j D j � r C d otherwise.

We now define an equivalence relation� on X D XC

[ X� by

x � y if y D (��)i (x) or y D �(��)i (x) for some i

and call the equivalence classes ofX under the relation the orbits of��. Let l be a
simple closed curve inH1(r,0) andx be a point onCC meetingl . Thenl is determined
by the repeated applications of� and � as follows:

x, �(x), ��(x), ���(x), : : : , �� � � � �(x),

which forms exactly an orbit of��. Conversely each orbit of�� determines a simple
closed curve inH1(r, 0). Let Y1, : : : , YL be orbits of��. If x x 2 Yi and di is the
smallest positive integer such that (��)di (x) D x, then onYi , �� is expressed as a
product�i�i of two disjoint permutations�i and �i of the same length:

�i D (x, ��(x), (��)2(x), : : : , (��)di�1(x))
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and

�i D (�(x), ���(x), : : : , (��)di�1
�(x)).

Furthermore the�i�i are pairwise disjoint and

�� D (�L�L ) � � � (�2�2)(�1�1),

which means that

j��j D j�L�L j C � � � C j�1�1j D 2L.

In particular, if L D 1 in Theorem 3.1, thenH1(r, 0) is the Heegaard diagram of
the lens spaceM1(r, 0). Note that all lens spaces assume to includeS

3 but notS1
�S

2.
We remark that in this settingK is a (1, 1)-knot in the lens spaceM1(r, 0).

Theorem 3.2. Let H1(r,0) be determined by wordsNa, Nb, Nc and Nu in F1 such that,
for some integer r,

Nu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa

�1,

and let pD �(� (Nb) C � ( Nc)) ¤ 0, q D �� ( Na) � � (Nb) C � ( Nu). Then, for each n� 2,
Hn(r, s) is the Heegaard diagram of the3-manifold Mn(r, s) if and only if �spC q �
0 modn and LD 1.

Proof. Let M1(r,0) be the lens space andK be the (1,1)-knot. Then (M1(r,0),K )
admits a (1,1)-decomposition satisfying (V1I�1)D H1(r,0), which can be represented by
Fig. 4. It is well known that then-fold cyclic covering ofM1(r, 0) branched overK is
completely defined by an epimorphismC W H1(M1(r, 0)� K )! Zn, calledmonodromy,
whereZn is the cyclic group of ordern andn� 2. Let r1 be a generator of�V1, which
is the boundary of the meridian disk meeting withK at one point andr2 a generator
of �V1, which is the longitude curve meeting withr1 at one point. Let�, � be as
in Theorem 3.1. Then every curve of�V1 determined by two permutations� and� is
generated byr1 and r2. In other words, the curve onH1(r, 0) is generated byr1 and r2.
Given p andq, we have�1(M1(r,0))D hx j x�p

i D Z

jpj and H1(M1(r,0)�K )D hr1,r2 j

pr2Cqr1i D Z�Zgcd(p,q). Note that ann-fold cyclic covering f of M branched over a
(1,1)-knot K is calledstrongly-cyclicif the branching index ofK is n, that is, the fiber
f �1(x) of each pointx 2 K contains a single point. Therefore the homology class of a
meridian loopr1 aroundK is mapped byC in a generator ofZn, say C(r1) D 1, and
so there exists ann-fold strongly-cyclic covering spaceMn(r, s) of M1(r, 0) branched
over K if and only if there issD C(r2) 2 Zn such that�spC q � 0 modn.

From now on we let two integersp and q be as in Theorem 3.2.
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Corollary 3.3. For each n� 2, Hn(r, s) can not be a Heegaard diagram of a
3-manifold Mn(r, s) if p  q and pjn.

Proof. If Hn(r,s) is a Heegaard diagram of a 3-manifold, then�spCq � 0 modn
by Theorem 3.2. Hence�q � 0 mod p, a contradiction.

Corollary 3.4. Let H1(r, 0) be the planar graph induced by wordsNa, Nb, Nc, and
Nu in F1 such that Nu NcNbNu�1

�r NaNbNcNa�1. Then
(i) M1(r, 0) is a lens space if and only if H1(r, 0) has LD 1.
(ii) M1(r, 0) is the 3-sphere if and only if H1(r, 0) has LD 1 and jpj D 1.
(iii) If L D 1, then Mn(r, s), n � 2, is the n-fold strongly cyclic covering of a lens
space branched over a(1, 1)-knot.
(iv) If gcd(p,q)D 1 and�spCq D 0, then Mn(r,s), n� 2, is the n-fold cyclic covering
of the 3-sphere branched over a(1, 1)-knot.

Proof. For (i) it is well known in [18]. For the specific statement, see Propos-
ition 2.1 and 2.2 in [1]. For (ii), it follows from Lemma 3 in [23] with nD 1. For (iii),
it follows from the proof in Theorem 3.2. For (iv), if gcd(p, q) D 1 and�spC q D 0,
then jpj D 1 and sod D 2aC bC c D 2aC jpj is odd. The result follows from (ii)
and (iii). (It also follows from the results in [23] with oddd.)

Lemma 3.5. The following properties hold in H1(r, s):
(1) q and 2l (a)C l (b) have the same parity.
(2) d, p,and l(b)C l (c) have the same parity.

Proof. Let D be the number of arrows pointing down the page inH1(r, 0) of
Fig. 4, U the number of arrows pointing up,L R the number of arrows pointing from
left to right, and RL the number of arrows pointing from right to left, when we turn
Fig. 4 by 90Æ clockwise. From the definition ofp and q, it means thatD � U D p
and L R � RL D q. Since {D, U} (resp. {L R, RL}) has no relation withl (a) edges
(resp. l (c) edges),D C U D l (b) C l (c) (resp. L RC RL D 2l (a) C l (b)). Moreover
d D 2l (a)C l (b)C l (c). Then (1) and (2) follow from the fact thatsC t and s� t have
the same parities for integerss and t .

Corollary 3.6. The lens space M1(r, 0) can not be the3-sphere if d is even.

Proof. The proof follows from results of Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.5.

We recall that ifa, b, c, andu are words inFn, n� 1, such that, for some integers
r and s,

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1),
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then the identifications ofHn(r,s) yielding Mn(r,s) induce the identifications ofH1(r,0)
yielding M1(r, 0) determined by wordsNa, Nb, Nc and Nu in F1 such that

Nu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa

�1.

Conversely, letM1(r, 0) be determined by wordsNa, Nb, Nc and Nu in F1 such that

Nu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa

�1.

Then for a fixeds0, we can determine all types ofMn(r, s0) having M1(r, 0) as the
quotient space.

Corollary 3.7. Let H1(r, 0) be determined by wordsNa, Nb, Nc and Nu in F1 such
that, for some integer r,

Nu NcNbNu�1
�r NaNbNcNa

�1,

and let pD �(� (Nb)C� ( Nc))¤ 0, q D �� ( Na)�� (Nb)C� ( Nu) and n� 2. If s0 is an integer
such that�s0 pC q � 0 modn, then there are as many Heegaard diagrams Hn(r, s0)
having H1(r, 0) as the quotient graph as the number of divisors of�s0 pC q.

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Na D x�1
1 , Nb D x�1

1 , Nc D x�1
1 x�1

1 x1x�1
1 x�1

1 , and Nu D x1 be
words in F1 such that Nu NcNbNu�1

�4 NaNbNcNa�1. Then for the planar graphH1(4, 0), we
have p D 4, q D 3 and L D 1. By Theorem 3.2,{Hn(4, s) j nj�4sC 3} is the set
of Heegaard diagrams representing 3-manifolds withH1(4, 0) as a quotient space. In
particular, if s D �3, then, by Corollary 3.7, the Heegaard diagrams representing 3-
manifolds with the quotient spaceH1(4, 0) areH3(4,�3), H5(4,�3), and H15(4,�3).
In fact, H3(4,�3), H5(4,�3), and H15(4,�3) are determined by words

a D x�1
1 , bD x�1

2 , cD x�1
1 x�1

2 x3x�1
1 x�1

2 , u D x3,

a D x�1
1 , bD x�1

1 , cD x�1
2 x�1

2 x3x�1
4 x�1

4 , u D x3,

and

a D x�1
1 , bD x�1

11 , cD x�1
7 x�1

2 x3x�1
4 x�1

14 , u D x3

respectively.

We show that every Dunwoody 3-manifold can be reformulated as Mn(r, s). Let
Dn(a, b, c, r, �s) be the Heegaard diagram of the Dunwoody 3-manifold. SinceL D
1, �� has two cycles of lengthd such that (��)d(x) D x for all x on D1(a, b, c, r ).
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the first cycle of��
starts with the symbol 1. Since�spC q � 0 modn, the path corresponding to this
cycles connects from the endpoint labelled 1 in the orientedcircle labelled 0 (asC0)
to the endpoint labelled 1 in the oriented circle labelled�psC q (as NC

�psCq) under
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mod n. Thus the condition�spC q � 0 modn ensures that the path corresponding
to the cycles is a simple closed curve with an orientation. Since Dn(a, b, c, r, �s) has
n simple closed curves, the second simple closed curve corresponding to the cycles
connects from the endpoint labelled 1 in the oriented circlelabelled 1 to the endpoint
labelled 1 in the oriented circle labelledN1 under modn. Repeatedly, the path which
starts with the endpoint labelled 1 in the oriented circle labelledn�1 corresponding to
the cycles of�� will be arrived the endpoint labelled 1 in the oriented circle labelled
n� 1 under mod (n). For eachi D 0, 1,: : : , n�1, let w(Ci ) (resp.w( NCi )) be the word
obtained from reading off simple closed curves around the oriented circle labelledi
(resp. Ni ), denoted byCi (resp. NCi ), by the right hand law. Thus the identification of
Ci and NCi by r on Dn(a, b, c, r, s) inducew(Ci ) �r w( NCi ). In case ofi D 0, we have

u�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1).

For the specific example, ifp is odd andq � �2 (mod p), the Dunwoody 3-manifold
which is then-fold cyclic covering of the 3-sphere branched over the torus knotsT(p,q)
satisfiesu�s(c)�s�1(b)��1(u�1) �r abc��1(a�1) ([25]). Generally we call the compact
connected orientable 3-manifoldMn(r, s)(possibly with boundary) constructed from the
polyhedral description in Section 2the generalized Dunwoody3-manifold.

Theorem 3.8. The Dunwoody3-manifold which is the strongly-cyclic branched
covering of a lens space is a closed orientable3-manifold Mn(r, s) uniformized by the
cyclically presented groupshx1, : : : ,xn j abc��1(a�1) D 1, indicesmod ni, where n� 2.

The following shows the existence of 3-manifoldsMn(r,s) which are not Dunwoody
3-manifolds.

EXAMPLE 3.2. LetaD x�1
1 x�1

1 , bD x5x�1
1 , cD x2x3x4, anduD x�1

1 x2 be words
in F5 such that, forr D 3 andsD 1,

u�(c)b��1(u�1) D x�1
1 x2x3x4x5x5x�1

1 x�1
1 x5

�3 x�1
1 x�1

1 x5x�1
1 x2x3x4x5x5 D abc��1(a�1).

Then the cyclically presented group

G5(3, 1)D hx1, : : : , x5 j x
�1
iC1x�1

iC1xi x
�1
iC1xiC2xiC3xiC4xi xi D 1 indices mod 5i

determines the polyhedral descriptionP5(3, 1) and its planar graphH5(3, 1). More-
over we have wordsNa D x�1

1 x�1
1 , NbD x1x�1

1 , NcD x1x1x1, Nu D x�1
1 x1, in F1, satisfying

Nu NcNbNu�1
�3 NaNbNcNa�1. However the numberL of curves inH1(3, 0) is 2 and soj��j D 4.

By Theorem 3.2,H5(3, 1) is not a Heegaard diagram ofM5(3, 1). In fact, M5(3, 1) is
not Dunwoody 3-manifold because the planar graphH1(3, 0) is representing a link in
a lens spaceL(3, 2) and Corollary 3.4 (iii).
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let a D x�1
1 , b D x1x�1

2 x2x�1
3 , c D x�1

1 , and u D x�1
3 be words

in F3 such that, forr D 4 andsD 0,

uc��1(b)��1(u�1) �4 abc��1(a�1).

Then the cyclically presented groupG3(4, 0) determines the polyhedral description
P3(4,0) and its planar graphH3(4,0). However the numberL of curves inH1(4,0) is 2
and by Theorem 3.2,H3(4, 0) is not a Heegaard diagram ofM3(4, 0). In fact, M3(4, 0)
is not Dunwoody 3-manifold because the planar graphH1(4,0) is representing the link
62

1 in S

3 (see the Rolfsen-table in [32]).

4. On the cyclically presented groups

We review the properties of the quotient spaces of 3-manifolds and dual Heegaard
diagrams. Let Mn(r, s) be the Dunwoody 3-manifold and its Heegaard diagram
Dn(a, b, c, r, s). Then the quotient spaceM1(r, 0) is the lens space with its Heegaard
diagram H1(r, 0). Moreover M1(r, 0) admits a (1, 1)-decompositionD1(a, b, c, r ) of
the certain (1, 1)-knotK (a, b, c, r ). As the dual Heegaard diagram we have the dual
(1, 1)-decomposition ofD1(a, b, c, r ) and denote it byDu(a, b, c, r ) or D1(a0, b0, c0, r 0),
where the dual (1, 1)-decomposition can be understood from the attaching homeo-
morphism onto the dual Heegaard diagram (V2I �1) consisting of the meridian curve
m0 and simple closed curvel 0 on V2 that are the images of simple closed curvel and
meridian curvem on V1, respectively. We now introduce an algorithm for the dual
(1, 1)-decomposition ofD1(a, 0, 1,r ) as follows.

On D1(a, 0, 1,r ), there arethree types of regionas follows (See Fig. 5 where all
indices are taken under modulo 2aC 1):
(1) two bigons bounded by the edges [1, 2a C 1] and [Nr , r C 1] at CC and C�

respectively,
(2) 2(a�1) quadrilaterals bounded by the edges [j , i ] and [j �1, i C1] at CC and the
edges [r � i , r C i C 1] and [r � i C 1, r C i ] at C� respectively, where 1� i � a� 1
and i C j D 2aC 2, and
(3) an octagon bounded by the edges [a, aC2], [r C a, r � aC 1], [aC1,r C aC 1],
and [aC 1, r � a] of l and parts ofCC and C�.

Through process that changes{m, l } on V1 into the curve-system{l 0, m0} on V2,
the role ofm (resp.l ) in each region will be changed intol 0 (resp.m0) in Du(a, 0, 1,r ),
so if 1, in the bigon bounded by [1, 2aC 1], is a starting point inD1(a, 0, 1,r ), then
2aC 1 will be starting point inDu(a, 0, 1,r ). Similarly, the pointr C 1, in the bigon
bounded by [Nr , r C 1], is going to situate onr 0 in Du(a, 0, 1,r ). On D1(a, 0, 1,r ), if a
is the number of regions of type (1) or (2) that is connected from the bigon bounded
by [1, 2aC 1] to a quadrilateral with [a, aC 2] which is to be a side of an octagon,
then onDu(a, 0, 1,r ), a0 determined byl 0 is equal to the number of regions of type
(1) or (2) that is connected along parts ofm from the bigon bounded by [2aC 1, 1]
to a quadrilateral which is connected with a side of an octagon. Since each region is
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Fig. 5. Three types of region onD1(a, 0, 1,r ).

preserved inD1(a, 0, 1,r ) and Du(a, 0, 1,r ), we havec0 D 2aC 1� a0. Moreover we
see thatr C 1 or r C 1 appears at ther 0th term of the following cycle:

0D 2aC 1! � � � ! r C 1 or r C 1! r ! � � � ! 1,

which is a cycle sequence alongl starting from 2a C 1 and determiningm0 on
Du(a, 0, 1,r ). Vice versa we can obtainDu(a, 0, c, r ) from D1(a, 0, c, r ) by the dual
process above. (For detail, see [26].)

For positive integersn (� 1) and t , we consider two families of cyclically pre-
sented groups as follows:

G(n, t) D hy0, y1, : : : , yn�1 j (y
�1
i yiC1)t=2(y�1

i yiC1)(y�1
iC2yiC1)t=2(y�1

iC2) D 1

indices modni,

where t is even, and

G(n, t) D hy0, y1, : : : , yn�1 j (yi )
(tC1)=2(y�1

iC1)(tC1)=2(yiC2)(tC1)=2(y�1
iC1)(tC3)=2

D 1

indices modni,

where t is odd.

Theorem 4.1. For an even t, G(n, t) is isomorphic to the fundamental group of
the Dunwoody3-manifold represented by Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2).

Proof. From the presentation ofG(n, t), we have

(y�1
i�2yi�1)t=2(y�1

i�2yi�1)(y�1
i yi�1)t=2

D yi

for all i D 0,:::,n�1 under modulon. By letting xi D (y�1
i�1yi )t=2y�1

i�1 for i D 0,1,:::,n�
1, we haveyi D xi�1x�1

i for all i D 0, : : : , n � 1 under modulon. HenceG(n, t) is
isomorphic to

hx0, : : : , xn�1 j w D 1, indices modni,
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a. t is odd. b. t for even.

Fig. 6. Then-periodic link bn(2t C 3, 2) for t � 0.

where

w D (xi x
�1
i�1xi�2x�1

i�1)t=2xi xi�2x�1
i�1.

We now consider wordsa, b, c, and u in Fn;

a D x�1
0 x1,

bD 1,

cD xnx�1
0 x1(x�1

0 xnx�1
0 x1)(t�2)=2,

u D x1x�1
0 .

Then we have that

u�0(c)��1(b)��1(u�1) �4 abc��1(a�1),

that is, abc��1(a�1) and u�0(c)��1(b)��1(u�1) are rotational equivalent by 4. This de-
termines a Dunwoody 3-manifold represented byDn(2, 0, 2t �1, 4, 0) which is the dual
Heegaard diagram ofDn(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2). This completes the proof.

Similar argument gives the following.

Theorem 4.2. For an odd t, G(n, t) is isomorphic to the fundamental group of
the Dunwoody3-manifold represented by Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0).

We recall that any link can be obtained as the closure of some braid. For coprime
integersp and q, by � p=q

i we denote the rationalp=q-tangle whose incoming arcs are
i -th and (iC1)-th strings. For an integern� 2 we denote bybn(2tC3,2) the n-periodic
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Fig. 7. The 2-bridge knotb2(2t C 3, 2).

link which is the closure of the rational 3-strings braid (�2�
2=(tC2)
1 )n or (��1

2 �

2=(tC1)
1 )n

if t is even or odd respectively. The linkbn(2t C 3, 2) is pictured in Fig. 6 where
(t C 1)=2 and (t C 2)=2 mean the numbers of half twists. We note thatbn(2t C 3, 2) is
a knot for n ¤ 3m, and b3m(2t C 3, 2) is a 3-component link for an odd (t C 1)=2 or
an odd (t C 2)=2 if t is even or odd respectively.

We suppose thatn � 2 from now on. Then we obtain the (1, 1)-knots by using the
certain rotation symmetries on the Dunwoody 3-manifolds asfollows.

Corollary 4.3. For an odd t, the Dunwoody3-manifold represented by Dn(t C 1,
0, 1, 1, 0) is an n-fold cyclic covering of the3-sphereS3 branched over the2-bridge
knot b2(2t C 3, 2). For even t, the Dunwoody3-manifold represented by Dn(t C 1, 0, 1,
(t C 2)=2, 2) is an n-fold cyclic covering of the3-sphereS3 branched over the2-bridge
knot b2(2t C 3, 2).

Proof. Let t be odd. We note that there is a rotation symmetry� of order n on
Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0). The rotation by 2�=n defines an action of the cyclic groupZn D

h� j �

n
D 1i on Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0). The quotient spaceDn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)=Zn admits

a (1, 1)-decomposition consisting of a trivial arc with branching index n. Moreover
the (1, 1)-decompositionD1(t C 1, 0, 1, 1) represents the 2-bridge knotb2(2t C 3, 2)
in S

3. (See Fig. 7 and [15] or [36].) Therefore the Dunwoody 3-manifold represented
by Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) is ann-fold cyclic branched covering ofS3, branched over the
2-bridge knotb2(2tC3,2). Similarly, lett be even, the (1,1)-decomposition ofDn(tC1,
0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2)=Zn represents the 2-bridge knotb2(2t C 3, t C 2) which is equivalent
to b2(2t C 3, 2) because 2(t C 2)� 1 mod (2t C 3). This completes the proof.
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Note that the result of Corollary 4.3 can also be obtained from results in [15] or
[36]. We now mention some covering properties of the quotient spaces ofDn(t C 1,
0, 1, 1, 0) andDn(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2), which were noted implicitly in [21]. There
is an involution� for b2(2t C 3, 2) as shown in Fig. 7, and the quotient space by� is
the 3-sphereS3 and the image ofb2(2t C 3, 2) is the 2-component linkL(4l � 2, l � 1)
or L(4l � 2, l ) (denoted byb(2t C 3, 2) briefly) obtained as the closure of the rational
(4l �2)=2-tangle or (4l �2)=2-tangle if t is odd or even respectively. In general, ifn is
even, there are at least 2 involutions, denoted by� and � , and one rotation symmetry
of order n, denoted by�, on bn(2tC3, 2). If n is odd, there are at least one involution
and one rotation symmetry of ordern, denoted by� on bn(2tC3,2). Thus the quotient
space by� for bn(2t C 3, 2) is S3 and the image ofbn(2t C 3, 2) is L(4l � 2, l � 1) or
L(4l � 2, l ). In other words,
(i) The link bn(2t C 3, 2) is then-fold cyclic covering ofS3 branched overL(4l � 2,
l � 1) for odd t andL(4l � 2, l ) for even t .
(ii) The Dunwoody 3-manifolds represented byDn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) andDn(t C 1, 0, 1,
(t C 2)=2, 2) are the 2-fold cyclic coverings ofS3 branched over then-periodic links
bn(2t C 3, 2).
(iii) The Dunwoody 3-manifolds represented byDn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) andDn(t C 1, 0, 1,
(t C 2)=2, 2) are the (Zn � Z2)-fold cyclic branched coverings ofL(4l � 2, l � 1) and
L(4l � 2, l ), respectively.

Theorem 4.4. For each 2 � i � n � 1, there is a closed orientable3-manifold
Mi ,iC1 which is the(i C1)-fold cyclic branched covering ofbi (2tC3, 2) and the i-fold
cyclic branched covering ofbiC1(2t C 3, 2) for any t� 0.

Proof. For anyt � 0, (S3,bi (2tC3,2)) is thei -fold cyclic covering ofS3 branched
over b(2t C 3, 2) by (i). Moreover there is a closed orientable 3-manifoldMi ,iC1 such
that it is the (i C 1)-fold cyclic covering ofS3 branched overbi (2t C 3, 2). On the
other hand, (S3, biC1(2t C 3, 2)) is the (i C 1)-fold cyclic covering ofS3 branched over
b(2t C 3, 2) by (i). By the commutativity, we obtain thatMi ,iC1 is the i -fold cyclic
covering ofS3 branched overbiC1(2t C 3, 2).

We note thatMi ,iC1 in Theorem 4.4 is the (ZiC1�Zi )-fold cyclic branched cover-
ing of the link L(4l � 2, l � 1) or L(4l � 2, l ), where 2� i � n� 1. In case ofn D 3,
the manifold M2,3 is homeomorphic to the Dunwoody 3-manifoldD3(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)
or D3(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2).

By a 2-curve �(x, y, z), we mean a2-curve which has three edgesx, y and z,
each of which joins two vertices. In this case,x [ y, y [ z and z[ x are calledthe
constituent knots of2(x, y, z).

Theorem 4.5. The Dunwoody3-manifolds represented by Dn(tC1, 0, 1, 1, 0)and
Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2) are the (Zn � Z2)-fold cyclic branched coverings of two
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a. �1(a, b, c). b. �2(x, y, z).

Fig. 8. Two different2-curves.

different2-curves inS3, where t¤ 1.

Proof. We only do forDn(tC1, 0, 1, 1, 0). The same argument can be applied for
the other case. By Corollary 4.3, the Dunwoody 3-manifold represented byDn(t C 1,
0,1,1,0) is ann-fold cyclic branched covering ofS3, branched overb2(2tC3,2). From
Fig. 7 we see that the orbifoldb2(2t C 3, 2)(n) has two rotation symmetries� and �
of order two such that each axis of the symmetry intersects the singular set ofb2(2t C
3,2)(n) in two points. The quotient spaceb2(2tC3,2)(n)=h� i by � is an orbifold whose
underlying space isS3 and whose singular set is a2-curve�1(a,b,c) with two vertices,
depicted in Fig. 8 a. Similarly� induces a quotient spaceb2(2t C 3, 2)(n)=h� i and a
2-curve �2(x, y, z) in Fig. 8 b. We note that two2-curves�1(a, b, c) and �2(x, y, z)
are different each other. This can be shown by checking threeconstituent knots of
each2-curve. Indeed�1(a, b, c) has two trivial knots and the torus knotT(2, 2t C 3)
as constituent knots. However the three constituent knots of �2(x, y, z) are two trivial
knots and the closure of the rational ((2t C 5)=4)-tangle.

In case ofnD 2, by (iii) and Theorem 4.5, the Dunwoody 3-manifolds represented
by D2(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) andD2(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2), t ¤ 1, are the (Z2� Z2)-fold
branched coverings of two different2-curves and a link inS3. The results extend the
corresponding ones in [23] and [22]. We also note that for an even n, the involutions�
and � for b2(2tC3, 2) in Theorem 4.5 can be naturally extended to then-periodic link
bn(2t C 3, 2). Hence there are two spatial2-curves�

�

and �
�

such that then-periodic
knot bn(2t C 3, 2) is the 2-fold cyclic covering branched over�

�

and �
�

in S

3. By (ii),
we have the following.

Corollary 4.6. Let n be even andbn(2t C 3, 2) be a knot. Then the Dunwoody
3-manifolds represented by Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)and Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2) are the
(Z2� Z2)-fold cyclic branched coverings of two spatial2-curves.
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Similarly let n be odd, then there exists an involution on then-periodic knot
bn(2tC3,2) such that the Dunwoody 3-manifolds represented byDn(tC1,0,1,1,0) and
Dn(t C 1, 0, 1, (t C 2)=2, 2) are the (Z2�Z2)-fold cyclic branched coverings of a spa-
tial 2-curve. As another application of the cyclically presentedgroup, we proved the
fact that the Dunwoody polynomial of (1, 1)-knot in 3-sphereis to be the Alexander
polynomial (see Theorem 3.5 in [27]).
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